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INTRODUCTION

HOW DO YOU MAKE MONEY FROM WRITING?
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TIME TO MONETIZE YOUR TALENTS
You know you can write. You’ve always had a knack for it.
You find it easy to express yourself. The connection between
your mind and the blank page is strong.
But you want to make money quickly. And from what you’ve
heard, writing isn’t necessarily the way to do this.
We’ve all heard the story of the ‘penniless writer’. It’s a wellknown, not so appealing adage we’d like to avoid.
So, how do you make money from writing?
How can you get the big bucks rolling in from putting words to a
page? And use your true talents to pay those bills?
Is it even possible?
With professional and personal lives turned upside down by
COVID-19, it’s left many people turning their hands to other
ways of making a living.
In fact, what started out to be a health pandemic is either
making people want to, or forcing them to change their career
path.
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And for those of us who have a way with words, writing can
prove to be a lucrative source of income. But of course, it’s about
finding the right way for you.
Jumping on the writing bandwagon without a purpose is going to
get you nowhere fast.
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This book will outline the most productive (and lucrative) ways
to start making money online. So you can give ‘penniless’ a miss
and head towards ‘well-off’.
Here’s our guide on what to do, what not to do and exactly how
to do it.
Let’s start with your most lucrative, and perhaps quickest-to-
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master, option.
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BE A FREELANCE
COPYWRITER
CREATE THE WORDS THAT CONNECT A CUSTOMER TO A BRAND
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THE SNAPSHOT
THIS IS FOR
Writers who want to make money quickly and love playing with
words.

THIS IS NOT FOR
Writers who aren’t proactive and prefer to have their work laid
out for them.

PROS
• It’s the most lucrative way of making money from writing
• You can start earning quickly. It doesn’t take long to get up
and running if you have all the right information
• You get to work with clients from all over the world, writing
about a variety of interesting topics
• If you love to write, copywriting is a great way to let your
creative spark burn

CHALLENGES
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• You have to be good with people. If you can’t handle clients,
it’s a no go
• You have to be careful of writer’s fatigue. Writing day in, day
out can be tiring

EARNING POTENTIAL
Anything from $200 to $2000 per day. The sky’s the limit!
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IS COPYWRITING FOR YOU?
Becoming a freelance copywriter can yield many benefits. It’s
also the most lucrative way to make money writing online.
If you don’t know, a copywriter is anyone who writes words
(or ‘copy’) for commercial use. Freelance copywriters can work
directly with clients, or through intermediaries such as agencies
or online work exchanges.
Basically, those words you see on an advert or website? Yep,
copywriters made them.
But how do you know if that’s for you?
Take this mini-quiz first:
• Do you love playing with words?
• Do you analyse words on adverts, websites and blog posts?
• Do you believe words hold a certain power?
Have you answered yes to all of the above?
Copywriting could be your next career choice. And it’s a pretty
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smart one, too.

WHY DO COPYWRITERS EXIST?
It’s a fair question. Why not get any writer to create content for a
website or sales email?
Because a copywriter is essential.
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Have a think about a piece of copy that’s stood out to you over
the years.
For example, the well-known ‘Just Do It’ Nike slogan. How might
that slogan have sounded without a copywriter’s touch?
‘You can do it if you want to’? ‘Have a go if you can’?
These don’t sound quite as powerful now, do they?

BUT WHAT MAKES A COPYWRITER SO
INVALUABLE?
Here are the reasons:

COPYWRITERS KNOW HOW TO TALK TO PEOPLE
How many times have you heard a company say something like:
‘Our trustworthy staff provide a high quality and professional
service, with looking after your needs at the forefront of our
minds.’?
You would never talk to your friend like that, let alone a
colleague. If you did, you wouldn’t have many friends. Excellent
copywriting is about how to relate to people and understanding
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what makes them tick. But it goes beyond that, to understanding
what people’s pain points and fears are, too.

COPYWRITERS UNDERSTAND PEOPLE, NOT JUST WORDS
Here’s a great example of conversational and relatable copy from
Oatly:
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Their tongue-in-cheek tone in expressing how they can help
you deal with the current situation is ingenious. The message
is also witty, without being insensitive. And the first sentence
is powerful enough to hook the reader and make them read the
whole statement.
Here’s another great example from Innocent (who are known for
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their powerfully-unique ‘tone of voice’):
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See how they’re introducing a new product like they’re speaking
to one of their mates? Admit it, the first few sentences made you
laugh and read on. That’s the kind of vibe you want to imbibe if
you want to resonate with your audience.

COPYWRITERS KNOW WHAT SELLS
It’s a fact that there are certain words, phrases and types of copy
that increase the selling power of a piece of writing.
For example, knowing when to use long or short form copy.
Which power words to use. How to analyse the competition.
Copywriters can do all of this.
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Here’s a great example of short form copy:

Nakd kept it short, sweet and straightforward. But in doing so,
they were able to communicate that their snack bars are free
from preservatives and unhealthy ingredients. It’s as simple as
fruit and nuts smooshed together.
And here’s a great example of longer form ad copy:
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Every Jack Daniels ad is a storytelling gem. You’ll get a snippet
of a moment in his life and become a part of it while you’re
reading about it. And because of these great stories, you’ll always
remember Jack Daniels when you think of whiskey.

COPYWRITERS KNOW HOW TO STAY OBJECTIVE
It’s easy for companies to get immersed in their own business.
It’s their baby and they get caught up and think everything is a
benefit.
It probably isn’t.
And copywriters know how to look objectively at a company and
capture the bits the audience will care about.
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Check out this example from Mailchimp:
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They’re acknowledging that an error has occurred, but they’re on
the case. They’re not tooting their own horn. They’re reassuring
their customers that they’re on the case. And that makes them
more trustworthy and reliable.
Here’s another good one from Slack:

Other brands would go to great lengths to hype their new logo
like they’ve unearthed the world’s greatest treasure. Slack went
on to explain why they were changing the logo, minus all the
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fluff. And that’s why it works.

COPYWRITERS KNOW HOW TO USE AND MANIPULATE LANGUAGE
A copywriter is a master of language.
They know exactly how to take the reader on a journey and
steer them whichever way they want them to go. Structure,
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punctuation, narrative, rhetoric, storytelling etc. The list of tools
in a copywriter’s toolkit is endless.
If you want some more proof, check out our post ‘Why
Copywriters are More Important than Anyone Else in the
Business.’

THE ART OF MAKING MONEY AS A
FREELANCE COPYWRITER
It’s a competitive market, sure.
But it’s a strong one. Companies will always need words. They
will always need adverts. They will always need content.
Breaking into any industry isn’t the easiest thing to do as a
newbie.
There are some simple steps you can take to kickstart your
copywriting career and start making money right away.
And it can be a decent income, even when you first start out.
Generally speaking, a novice freelance copywriter can earn
around $40 an hour. If a blog post takes you 2 hours, and you
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build up to 3 blog posts per day...you’re suddenly looking at $240
per day. And that’s $1680 per week.
Pretty good, right? And blog posts are at the cheaper end of the
copywriting pricing spectrum!

1. EDUCATE YOURSELF
Copywriting is part art, part science. It’s the perfect mix of
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creativity and formula. And while the talent can be innate, finetuning has to exist to make your copywriting as powerful as
possible.
Put simply, if you want to be a copywriter you’re going to need to
learn the ropes.
The web is full of valuable, informative blog posts, how-to videos
and tutorials that you can get stuck into.
It’s easy to get lost in it, though. And the information you need to
hone in your skills can be hard to pick out of a sea of tips.
Copyblogger is fantastic. Problogger is another great source of
information. And of course, our very own blog.
Remember, the more you read, the more it will get the writer
cogs in your brain turning.
Would you expect a music composer to never listen to music? Of
course not.
Reading will propel your copywriting career because:
• It helps you find inspiration
• It lets you gain new knowledge
• It provides you with wider vocabulary for your own works
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• It helps you understand language use
• It helps you learn from the real gurus of writing
• Get reading and great ideas will come.

2. GO NICHE
Copywriters who try and spread themselves too thin can quickly
become a ‘Jack of all trades, master of none’.
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When you go niche as a copywriter it’s attractive for clients.
They want to find someone who is going to nail their specific
requirements, so will be more likely to come to you.
Don’t worry, you can have a few niches. You don’t just have to
stick to one aspect.
How to niche:
There are two main ways to niche as a copywriter:
By industry e.g. lifestyle, beauty, tech etc.
By type of copywriting e.g. blogger, conversion copywriter, SEO
specialist etc.
You can mix and match these two with any combinations and
instantly be more specialist.
For an in-depth analysis of how to niche, take a look at this blog
post from us.

3. GET TO GRIPS WITH THE ADMIN
Being a successful freelancer isn’t just all about the creative side.
You have to treat it as a small business for it to thrive.
And that means (sorry creatives), you’re going to have to get
organised if you want to make your money.
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The key points to get to grips with are:
Bookkeeping and invoicing. For this, there are a ton of systems
out there (like Xero). But they’re not always easy to navigate, and
time-consuming for the new starter.
If you decide that copywriting’s for you, make sure you watch
some tutorials before you get started.
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Registering as self-employed. Before you can get paid or get a
job, you need to look at the rules of trading in your country.
In most countries, you will need to set yourself up as a sole
trader (for example, in the UK), or you may need to learn the
rules around forming sole proprietorship (for example, in the
USA) and being self-employed.

4. UNDERSTANDING THE MARKETING MIX
You’ll see the common theme here for all three of our
suggestions for making money writing online.
Marketing yourself is crucial.
And for freelance copywriters, marketing knowledge is an
essential part of your job.
Branding and marketing theory is going to underpin everything
you write.
In its essence: a brand is the way in which a company,
organisation, or individual is perceived by those who experience
it.
As Jeff Bezos famously said, “your brand is what people say about
you when you’re not in the room”.
It’s intangible, but that doesn’t mean we can’t define it. The most
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important thing to understand is where a brand exists - it’s not
the shopfront, it’s not the website, it’s not the product...it’s in
people’s minds.
A brand lives in the minds of everyone who experiences it:
customers, employees, investors, the media. A brand is a
perception.
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The job is to make sure that a brand is consistent across the
board, so that the perception remains strong and cohesive in
everyone’s minds...that’s when a brand will be most powerful.
If you decide to go down the copywriting route the first thing
you need is a crash course in marketing and branding to get
you up and running. There are some great resources out there,
including the aforementioned blogs above.
If you want more information, check out this blog post from
Hubspot for a full run-down of marketing basics.

THE CRUX OF BECOMING A FREELANCE
COPYWRITER
If time is of the essence, becoming a freelance copywriter is a
great choice. In fact, you can kickstart your copywriting career in
a short space of time if you have the right tools under your belt
(think back to educating yourself).
We’ll be dropping a series of videos into your inbox on how to
break into the copywriting industry. So keep your eyes peeled for
those.
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You’ll need to put the work in, but copywriting has the biggest
payoff in a short amount of time.
Remember, there will always be demand for copywriters. The
most important thing is that copywriters are passionate about
their writing, let their creativity flow and are able to connect
with the business-savvy part of their minds, too.
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START A NICHE
BLOG
BE THE MASTER OF YOUR DIGITAL UNIVERSE
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THE SNAPSHOT
THIS IS FOR
Writers who have their finger on the digital marketing button

THIS IS NOT FOR
Writers who want and need to make money quickly. This one’s a
long slog.

PROS
• You get the chance to write about what you really know inside
out
• Blogging is a pretty easy form of writing
• The start-up costs are low

CHALLENGES
• It can take up to a year to make money from your blog
• You need to be seriously up to speed with digital marketing,
or your blog will fall flat
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• It’s time consuming and you’ll need to put in a LOT of work

EARNING POTENTIAL
From $500 to $2000 per month (but not in the first 6 - 12 months,
which is where you’ll have to put in a lot of work to build up
traffic)
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TO BLOG OR NOT TO BLOG
Do you have ideas you want to share with the world? Do you
have thoughts and experiences that add value to people’s lives?
Do you love writing about it all?
Blogging could be for you.
It can be a potentially lucrative way to make money. But the
problem is, you’re not the only one who thinks so.
There are so many blogs springing up all over the internet. In
fact, there are over 600 million blogs in the world today, out of
over 1.7 billion websites. People from all different walks of life
are letting their ideas flow out. Some are successful...and some,
not so much.
The trick is to monetize your blog. And that’s no small feat,
unfortunately.
With so many blogs out there, why should yours matter? Why
should yours be one that makes money? Why should people
care?
It can be done, if you’re strategic about it.
The truth is, most people ignore the fundamental rules of online
marketing. You can’t simply put your blog up into the big wide
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digital world and expect thousands of virtual visitors to flock to
it. You have to drive traffic to it, or it will sit there all by itself,
lonely.
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WHAT MAKES A SUCCESSFUL BLOG?
Every blog is different (mostly), but there are some general rules
bloggers need to follow to be successful.

MAKE IT FOCUSED
Or niche, if you will. Blogs need focus to attract a loyal audience.
Blogs need to have a specific industry, niche or topic that you
write about repeatedly. If you go all over the map, you’ll lose that
core audience who will be tuning in to read your next post.
Successful blogs are the ones that people want to revisit because
it fills a need or a void. This will only happen by staying focused
and on topic.

MAKE IT VALUABLE
If there’s one thing to remember about blogs, it’s that they need
to create value for readers. The worst thing novice bloggers do is
to blog about things in their personal lives that are irrelevant to
their audience.
The most successful blogs take the time to deliver real value.
They feature tutorials and informative posts that interweave
things like videos and other media to help people truly
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understand something or figure it out. Of course, value is a
precursor to income in any industry, and that’s no different for
blogging.

MAKE IT ENGAGING
You know when you read big, block paragraphs and your mind
just starts to drift...well, that’s something blog posts need to
avoid. You don’t have long to catch a reader’s attention, so the
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writing needs to flow. It needs to be engaging to grip your reader.
And there are stylistic techniques you can use to make this
happen.
Copywriting techniques (as discussed earlier), are vital to
creating a gripping blog that’s enticing readers. Using storytelling
and strong headlines will help a blog to stand out.

THE ART OF MONETIZING A BLOG
So, how does a blog actually make money?
It’s a good question, with a multi-faceted answer. There are
arguably eight core ways that will help you get a healthy income.

1. AFFILIATE MARKETING
In simple terms, affiliate marketing is the process of promoting
other people’s products in exchange for a commission whenever
your recommendation leads directly to a sale.
This is probably one of the most popular ways of monetizing a
blog and is particularly useful when you’re just starting out.
The trick is to develop content that will ultimately be in line with
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whatever affiliate offers you’re planning to push out into the
world.
Here’s an example:
You’re running a fitness blog and are starting to gain a pretty
good following. You can easily sell affiliate health and fitness
products, as your blog is already starting to attract people that
are interested in fitness. Every time there’s a sale as a result of
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your blog post, you will have a near-automated stream of passive
income.

2. ADVERTISEMENTS
Pay-per-click (PPC) ads on your blog are not going to make you a
great deal of money until you have upwards of 100,000 visitors
per day. BUT negotiating amounts with advertisers on display
ads within your specific niche or industry could be right for you.
Here’s a useful article on negotiating with advertisers from
Entrepreneur.com

3. EMAIL MARKETING
One of the most powerful methods for making money from a
blog is directly through email marketing. But to be successful,
you need to build a list.
By building a strong bond and a connection with readers,
bloggers can effectively generate a sizable amount of money with
affiliate offers directly through email.
These are the top 3 ways to make money through a start-up blog.
But, all of them mean nothing if you don’t have blog traffic. No
affiliates will be interested in partnering with you if you don’t
have any visibility.
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So...

WHAT’S THE SECRET OF GETTING
TRAFFIC TO A BLOG?
25

We’ve already covered that your blog needs traffic to be
successful. And there are simple tricks that help you get there.

1. BUILD TRUST BY LINKING OUT
By this, I mean linking out to reputable sites. I’m not going
to smother you with an SEO link building campaign, as it’s a
huge, complex topic that’s not needed right now. (But if you’re
interested and decide to enter the world of niche blogging, read
this from Hubspot).
But a simple trick niche bloggers can implement is linking to
reputable sites to drive traffic to their blog.
You’ll notice we’ve been doing this throughout the book so far
(see the Hubspot example above). It’s a great way of adding value
to a blog and pumping up SEO.
It’s as easy as backing up points you make with data, or
referencing scientific studies. The upshot of doing this will be
that a) Google will trust the blog more, and b) it’s easier to build
relationships with people in a specific niche.
Reciprocity is a real thing. And the more blog posts link out to
people, they could link return the favour. And Google will love
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both posts.

2. DO INFLUENCER INTERVIEWS
Influencers are people who hold sway in a particular niche. And
getting these influencers to appear on a blog is a direct brand
endorsement.
That’s powerful because 92% of people say they trust this earned
media more than any other form of advertising.
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So when they see a person they know sharing or tweeting about
your blog, they take notice. Even if it’s just to promote their own
interview.
Boost Blog Traffic wrote a great post on how to get influencers to
interview with you right here.

3. PROMOTE ON SOCIAL
Promoting a blog on social media can be one of the best routes
to building an email list. Which platform, depends on the niche.
Fashion, for example, lends itself to Instagram. But a business to
business (B2B) tech blog probably won’t do as well on Insta.
This post from Goinswriter gives you an in-depth look at
marketing a blog through social.

THE CRUX OF CREATING A NICHE BLOG
Ultimately, creating a blog can be lucrative. But there’s no quick
fix. You have to have time on your hands and be in it to play the
long game.
It’s a competitive landscape and you have to really know your
stuff. If you’re unconfident on the subject matter you’ll soon find
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yourself lost in the sea of competition.
What are your thoughts? Don’t decide yet, as we’re moving onto
your third option for making money writing online.
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04

WRITE KINDLE
BOOKS
SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE WITH THE WORLD
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THE SNAPSHOT
THIS IS FOR
Writers who want to share their particular area of expertise in a
concise way

THIS IS NOT FOR
Writers who don’t want to work hard at self-promotion

PROS
• You have access to global markets through Amazon
• It’s satisfying to share your knowledge

CHALLENGES
• It’s difficult to stand out amongst the masses of Kindle books
already, it’s highly competitive
• You have to be in it for the long haul, success doesn’t happen
overnight
• There’s a heavy amount of marketing involved
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EARNING POTENTIAL
The average self-publishing author makes around $1000 per year.
It’s not the most lucrative of writing endeavors for most people.
But it could be something to supplement your regular income.
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WHY BE A KINDLE AUTHOR?
It’s never been easier to publish a book.
The internet has revolutionised traditional book publishing so
it’s (relatively) simple for authors, writers, or for anyone who
can string words together to produce their works and distribute
them without walking through fire to get there.
If you have a way with words and have something worth writing
about, you may just be able to sell your book (with a marketing
strategy, of course).
One of the easiest ways to do this is with Amazon’s Kindle
publishing.
We all know Amazon. They’re one of the largest e-commerce
retailers in the US. Now, aside from selling near enough
everything on the planet, they also have a series of eBook
readers called Amazon Kindle. There’s a high chance you even
have one yourself. Put simply, Kindles allow users to read eBooks
and other documents, as well as browse, buy and download
them from the Kindle Store.
And the plus side to selling a book on Amazon is that you’ll be
exposing your ebook to millions of people.
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There are some key differences between this self-publishing and
the traditional publishing process. You won’t be dealing with
printed books, for one. That eliminates the expense and hassle of
actually creating books, storing them, and delivering them.
It’s all going to be digital.
But how realistic is it to actually sell copies of your book to make
an income?
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That boils down to two things: the quality of your book and your
marketing strategy.

WRITING YOUR EBOOK
There are some basic steps every ebook has to follow.

1. FIND A NICHE.
By now, you know we love the word ‘niche’. That’s because it’s
important. Kindle writers need to strike the balance between
knowledge and expertise and a road that’s not as well-trodden.
The trick is to create a book that people want to read, but the
market isn’t already too competitive.
This means a heavy amount of research time.

2. AMAZON KEYWORD RESEARCH.
You may have entered the world of keyword research before,
or you may be entirely new. Either is fine. But beware, it’s a
complicated beast, particularly for Amazon.
When doing keyword research on Amazon, it’s about getting into
the mindset of people who are searching for specific products,
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with the intent to buy. For this reason, it’s even more important
that your eBook is one of the first things they see. These people
are likely to be of how intent, not just browsing.
It’s a lengthy process, so we won’t go into it in-depth here, but
this helpful article can take you through it, step by step.
TOP TIP: The general rule of thumb is to have seven keywords at
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the ready by the end of your research.

3. GET WRITING!
Always create an outline for an eBook before you start writing.
Separate it into chapters and subchapters (if necessary). Your
outline should show what you want to cover and in what order
so you don’t miss out on important information - which is easy
to do.
This stage also helps you figure out the flow of your writing, to
make sure it moves from one topic to the next seamlessly.
You should always aim to provide value. You don’t want your
eBook to be a waste of space. It needs to offer something to the
reader. It needs to add to their lives and make it better in some
way.
Remember, when you’re deep in the writing process it’s easy to
get lost and forget exactly who you’re writing for. You need to be
speaking your niche target audience’s language and addressing
their concerns. It could help to have a specific person in mind
when you’re writing to keep yourself on track.

4. THE ALL-IMPORTANT TITLE.
Your title needs to be gripping. It needs to be relevant. And it
needs to be marketable.
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Here are some basic questions Kindle writers need to ask
themselves:
• Is it easy to remember?
• Are there any other eBooks or copyrighted material with the
same title?
• Will it resonate with who your eBook is for?
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• Will it be easy for you AND your readers to tell other people
about it?
• Does it capture what your readers will get out of reading your
eBook?
The eBook should clearly communicate what it is about. This
seems pretty obvious, but it can be tempting to come up with a
clever, cryptic title. This might work for the big-time novelists
out there, but the newbies need to spell it out for potential
readers.
Include a tangible benefit. Readers needs to know what’s in it for
them. For example, “31 Days to Building a Better Blog”, or “Living
Landscapes: A Guide to Landscape Photography.”
They need a clear takeaway before they buy.

MARKETING YOUR EBOOK
Knowing how to write an eBook is only half the battle. The other
half is actually making money from it.
Kindle writers should prepare marketing channels before
publishing an eBook. It’s not time efficient to be scrambling
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around trying to get the marketing in line when the eBook is live
and out in the market.
Amazon KDP has some tools to help with promoting a book
within Amazon. Consult this page for a helpful video and links
to more information on Amazon promotion strategies and
resources.
Externally from this, writers employ some basic marketing
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strategies to increase a book’s visibility.

OPTIMIZING EBOOK DESCRIPTIONS FOR AMAZON SEARCH
An eBook needs to be found by the right audience, and one of the
things that Amazon search will index is an eBook description.
Amazon asks for seven keywords that describe an eBook
accurately and apply to both the topic and the content.
Now, it’s not enough to use the right keywords; the eBook
description needs to be well-written and convincing enough to
make a good impression and assure potential buyers that this
eBook was written for them.
The book description is what customers see as they shop the
Kindle store. Think of it like the inside flap of a hardcover book.
The description is a reader’s first experience with the content of
a book. A well-written description assures readers that the book
itself is of similar quality.
The text here needs to resonate with them. It needs to tell
readers what problems the eBook addresses and describe what
results they can expect and how their lives will change after
reading the eBook.
Take this book description by Cameron Herold, Vivid Vision:
“Many corporations have slick, flashy mission statements that ultimately
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do little to motivate employees and less to impress customers, investors,
and partners.
But there is a way to share your excitement for the future of your
company in a clear, compelling, and powerful way and entrepreneur and
business growth expert Cameron Herold can show you how.
Vivid Vision is a revolutionary tool that will help owners, CEOs, and
senior managers create inspirational, detailed, and actionable three-year
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mission statements for their companies. In this easy-to-follow guide,
Herold walks organization leaders through the simple steps to creating
their own Vivid Vision, from brainstorming to sharing the ideas to using
the document to drive progress in the years to come.
By focusing on mapping out how you see your company looking and
feeling in every category of business, without getting bogged down by
data and numbers, Vivid Vision creates a holistic road map to success
that will get all of your teammates passionate about the big picture.
Your company is your dream, one that you want to share with your staff,
clients, and stakeholders. Vivid Vision is the tool you need to make that
dream a reality.”
Here’s what makes it powerful:
Engaging hook: Everyone knows that mission statements can be
a bit fluffy, but how many people say this out loud? This engages
the reader immediately.
Important keywords: Words and phrases like “easy to follow”
and “simple steps” and “drive progress” will likely do well (and
we assume he carried out his Amazon keyword research).
Clear pain and tangible benefit: This book is not appealing to
everyone, but to the perfect reader, it’s very appealing. It clearly
articulates a real problem (slick, flashy mission statements that
ultimately do little) and then tells you the benefit (detailed,
actionable three-year mission statements for their companies)
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and how it gets you there (mapping out how you see your
company looking and feeling in every category of business).

THE BLOG AND MAILING LIST
If you already have a blog (and a mailing list), you already have a
head start on your eBook marketing.
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Write teaser content about the eBook launch. Run competitions.
Even give away free copies to generate interest.
A blog offers an opportunity to showcase writing, have
interaction with future readers, and (once published) drive traffic
to the eBook and Kindle author landing page.
Here’s a helpful article about starting a blog from scratch, if you
decide to enter the world of Kindle writing.
But if time is of the essence…

PROMOTE ON SOCIAL
This should be a big part of a marketing strategy anyway. It’s
easy (and cheap) to utilise social platforms to spread word of an
eBook.
Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter will be the big starting points
usually.
Tease an audience with snippets from the ebook, and writers
will be much more likely to create buzz around the content
they’re promoting.
The smart ways to do it are by posting an engaging image from
the ebook, an interesting stat or a stand-out quote to attract the
audience’s attention so they want to click to the content. Publi.
sh posted an attention-grabbing stat to generate interest in their
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ebook.
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Also, it’s wise to use a popular hashtag that is relevant to the
ebook content in every post. If you want to know more about
hashtags, explore hashtagify.me.

IT’S NOT ALL FREE...
Publishing through KDP is free, so this keeps overhead costs
down.
But this doesn’t mean it’s all free.
It’s smart to hire a proofreader to polish the book when the
writing is finished. Even the most experienced of writers can
make spelling mistakes.

GETTING THE PRICE RIGHT
Setting a selling price for self-published Kindle eBooks begins
with understanding the costs.
There are two components to eBook costs when selling on
Amazon using KDP:
• The cost of sale: what Amazon charges the self-publisher for
each unit sold.
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• The Amazon sales commission for selling your book.
This article goes into detail about how to calculate Kindle costs.
There are plenty of technicalities involved, but to sum it up, the
usual cut is 70–30; that is, 70% of the sales goes to the writer,
while 30% goes to Amazon.
Not too bad, right?
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THE CRUX OF BECOMING A BEST-SELLING
KINDLE AUTHOR
Becoming a best-selling Kindle author can be lucrative, but you
need to get it absolutely spot on in a competitive market. It takes
time to build and maintain your marketing strategy, which will
all fall on you.
You may have written a high-quality, extremely helpful eBook,
but it will just stay and rot on its virtual bookshelf if you don’t let
people know that this eBook exists and how it can benefit them.
The competition is high.
According to this article, though, there were 6 million eBooks on
the Kindle Store as of last count (which was at the beginning of
April 2020). That’s a lot of competition.
Sure, it’s going to be tough to stand out. but just like your blog,
the trick is to write for a particular niche and target the right
keywords so they can find your eBook and buy it.
Although it may be more realistic and achievable to view your
eBook publishing as a way to supplement your main income.
One that helps you hone those writing skills and reach new
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audiences.
But if you’re raring to go with writing your Kindle eBook, hold
your horses until you’ve read the next chapter.
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LET YOUR CREATIVE SPARK BRING IN THE
MONEY
Ultimately, you know you want to use your writing skills to bring
in money in these turbulent times.
We understand that. And we know it can be done.
Your first step is to work out what the best writing option for
you is: creating a niche blog, writing kindle books, or becoming a
freelance copywriter.
We hope this eBook has given you a glimpse into how you can
help make that happen.
And hopefully has given you the inspiration to get started.
Good luck writer, we’ll be looking out for your work.

COMMUNICATING IN A CRISIS

BECOME A CONFIDENT,
CLIENT-WINNING COPYWRITER
IN ONE MONTH OR LESS

